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Abstract
This talk will describe the important device characteristics of a variety of printable
thin-film transistors including state-of-the-art polymer thin-film transistors (TFTs),
single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) and amorphous oxide TFTs. New device
geometries will be discussed that improve performance. Charge transport in organic
and polymer field effect transistors can be described by multiple-trap-and-release
(MTR) type transport superposed with both molecular and dielectric polaron effects,
the latter typically originating from the gate insulator and other polarizing media. In
amorphous oxide TFTs, MTR type transport is observed at low carrier concentrations
and in low mobility materials whereas in high mobility systems at high carrier
densities, a mobility edge is clearly observed along with signatures of extended state
(band) transport. We have observed gate-field modulated metal-insulator transitions in
an amorphous semiconductor for the first time. The final part of the talk will discuss
practical applications of polymer TFTs and describe how RFID tag circuits can be
constructed with such polymer TFTs.
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